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Questions, comments, 
suggestions, or to add 

someone to the 
REI Newsletter mailing list, 

please e-mail: 
newsletter@reiusa.net

INSIDE 
THIS ISSUE:

The OSCOR line of spectrum 
analyzers displays signal activity 
over time in a type of graph 

known as a waterfall display. It’s 
called a waterfall because of the 
continuous flow of rainbow colors 
that cascade down the screen as 
signal activity builds over time. 

Both the OSCOR Green and 
OSCOR Blue have a Live Raster 
function that displays activity in a 
short term raster waterfall.

Save Long-term Waterfall Data
Until now, the OSCOR Green was 
not able to preserve the data from which the 
waterfall was drawn. The only way to recall a 
waterfall for reporting or review was to save a Live 
Raster Waterfall bitmap image file.

REI has released an OSCOR Green firmware 
update that includes an important new waterfall 
function called Spectrogram.  This new feature 
collects signal data and saves it in a Spectrogram 
waterfall file that the OSCOR Green can recall and 
review on-screen.

The new OSCOR Green Spectrogram Waterfall is 
different from the Live Raster Waterfall in that it is 
designed to capture traces over a long period of 
time (meaning hours or days) and display them in a 
waterfall format.

Spectrogram builds an intermediate peak trace 
over a user defined frequency span and time 
interval; and repeatedly stores these intermediate 
peak traces for waterfall analysis. The intermediate 
peak trace is "zeroed" between each time interval.  
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Figure A - Spectrogram Review screenshot illustrating a 6 GHz trace capture 
(zoomed to a 4.8 GHz span) over a 24 hour period.

REI will be closed December 24, 25th and January 1st for the Christmas and 
New Year Holidays. 
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The traces are stored in a proprietary binary format 
at a minimum of 10 second intervals and a spectrum 
resolution of 24.4 kHz.

These parameters were specifically chosen to provide 
adequate time and frequency resolution for detecting 
threats without creating a burdensome file size. 

Spectrogram will indicate if the USB storage device 
(thumb drive, external hard drive, Compact Flash) has 
capacity to store the file.  Adjusting the frequency range, 
interval, and  duration parameters will affect the file size.   

Also a PC Data Viewer application will be provided for 
off-line analysis of large Spectrogram files.

Figures A and B show signals that could potentially reference 
a GSM cell phone or bugging device that was detected after 
hours at a time when no cell phone traffic should have been 
present in a secure conference room environment.

In the zoomed view of the same signal, the user can scroll up 
and down through the waterfall to examine the times at which 
transmissions occurred and for how long. In the same 
zoomed in span, the user can scroll left and right on the 
upper spectral display to view other signals collected 
during the same period.   

Signal Persistence
Another new feature that will be available in both the 
OSCOR Green and OSCOR Blue is the Persistence 
function. Persistence enhances the ability to recognize 
signals that may be hiding or masked by existing 
ambient environment signals. The Persistence display 
provides a trace graphic with a decaying color 
brightness based on the persistence (transmit duty cycle) 
of respective signals.  Signals with higher transmit cycles 
result in brighter colors compared to signals with lower 

transmission rates having darker colors. Therefore, signals 
occupying the same frequency bands are visibly identified 
because of color variations associated with transmit duty 
cycles. 

Figure C shows a signal “hiding” underneath WiFi traffic. 
Since WiFi transmit packets have a different transmit duty 
cycle, the lower power signal is easily identified in the 
persistence display; where as it would not be visible using 

OSCOR GREEN UPDATE Continued from pg 1
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Figure B - Shows the same Spectrogram Review file from Figure A zoomed in to a 75 
MHz span. Here we have narrowed on a signal appearing at 9:34:46 PM, 869.48 

MHz. The signal appears again and again 15 minutes later.  

6 GHz Span
10 second interval 
24 hours

Produces a 8,640 trace, 
3.9 GB file
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 Figure C - Hidden signal within 2.4Ghz wireless router bandwidth range

Continued on pg 3
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normal peak trace analysis or a raster 
waterfall type analysis.

Masking Function
Another feature released in a previous 
firmware update is a Mask function, allowing 
the user to create a “mask” from a peak 
trace. New signals appearing above the mask 
threshold can be automatically added to a 
signal list which is shown in the screenshots in 
Figure D to the right.
 
The new OSCOR Green firmware update is 
now available to download and install, free 
of charge, from the REI website.  It comes in a 
compressed zip file which includes a 'readme' 
file with simple installation instructions. If you get 
the update be sure to download the PDF manual 
that includes information on Spectrogram, 
Persistence and Masking. 

Visit the product page on the REI website  for 
more information about the OSCOR Green.  

REI

Figure D - OSCOR Mask feature uses math functions from peak traces to establish signal thresholds to 

easily build suspect signal lists.

DOWNLOAD OSCOR Green 
Firmware Update Here!

OSCOR GREEN UPDATE Continued from pg 2
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Research Electronics 
International is excited to 
release a new video pole 
camera – the VPC 2.0 – for 
investigating areas above 
drop ceilings, behind 
immoveable objects, around 
corners or other difficult to 
reach areas, especially in 
dark environments.    

The VPC 2.0 includes a 
newly designed camera 
head with motorized >60° 
tilt. The standard unit offers 
the choice of a color camera 
head or a black and white camera head for covert or 
tactical IR applications. The camera heads can be quickly 
interchanged between the standard and extended pole 
available on the Deluxe model.  Also, the color camera 
head features white LEDs for inspecting dark or low lit areas 
while the black and white camera head includes IR LEDs, 
both of which can be brightness-controlled by the user. 

The new 8 in (20.3 cm) tiltable LCD color display records 
600x480 resolution video to a micro SD card for playback 
or analysis on another device. The video files, which can 
be recorded in 5, 10, 30, 60, or 120 second lengths, are 
saved to a 25fps mpeg file for playback. The VPC 2.0 also 
offers still image captures saved as jpg files with a 720x480 
resolution. If additional viewing and listening options are 
needed, the VPC 2.0 includes video and audio output jacks. 

Powering the VPC 
2.0 is a single Li-Ion 
battery with a typical 
run time of 5 hours and 
an internal charge time of 3 
hours.  Units come with 2 Li-Ion 
batteries when they purchase the 
standard VPC 2.0 package allowing 
for longer operational time.  

The Deluxe model includes an additional 
150 in (381 cm) extendable pole, a 2nd 
camera head, and an external battery charger. 
The LCD display can be quickly removed and 
attached to either the short or extended pole 
depending on situational use. 

With the weatherproof body and durable hard shell 
portable case, the VPC 2.0 is a great addition to any 
security professional’s arsenal of products. If you are 

interested in learning more about the VPC 2.0, 
contact us at sales@reiusa.net or speak to 
your sales representative. 

REI

New Video Pole Camera Reaches
New Heights With New Features
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Is Telecom Security Still A Concern - Part Two

The previous installment in this series discussed analog 
telephone threats commonly overlooked in business 
environments.  In this second installment, focus is 

directed to digital and VoIP phone system threats.  While 
threats like packet capture of VoIP traffic may be obvious, 
we are going to highlight some less-complicated threats 
that are easily addressed, providing a large security benefit.

ACCESS TO PROGRAMMING

Physical access is usually the first step in threat analysis, 
which to summarize from our previous article,  businesses 
need to be aware of who has access to their network, both 
digitally and physically.  Examples range from employee or 
vendor accessibility to switch rooms containing networking 
hardware, to the point of entry where the telecom provider’s 
wiring ends and the business’ begins.  

The next step is understanding how the network and 
telecom systems are designed.  Because digital and VoIP 
phone systems are network centric, properly securing 
them requires working alongside network and system 
administrators.  Understanding the structure of a network is 
necessary to provide beneficial security solutions.  

PASSWORDS

Modern phone systems are managed through web 
applications running locally on the phone server(s) and as 
simple as it sounds, passwords used to access these systems 
present a considerable security threat.  A phone system 
security audit should include these questions:
1. Who has access to the passwords? 
2. Were the default usernames and/or passwords changed?  

3.  How strong a password does the business require for 
these systems?  

These questions are basic; but humans are creatures of 
habit and convenience. This is sometimes demonstrated 
in password habits.  A recent study by TeleSign suggests 
73% of user’s online accounts are guarded by duplicate 
passwords, meaning if a eavesdropper can access one, 
they can access multiples.  In a business environment, 
this number is presumably lower, but still remains an issue 
especially for smaller departments that are stretched thin or 
overwhelmed.  Once access to the administration portal is 
gained, there are many tasks that can be done to help steal 
information or disrupt business operations.   

HIJACKING

In early 2013, researchers at Columbia University 
demonstrated the ability to use malicious code to hijack a 
popular brand VoIP business phone.  The exploit allowed 
them to initialize the handset microphone without the end 
user being made aware while the phone continued working 
as expected.  Exploiting a VoIP phone system requires 
advanced knowledge in networking and programming, but 
the researchers proved that it was possible and as more 
VoIP phones come to market and additional exploits are 
discovered, I.T. and security professionals must be diligent 
to address and secure their devices.  Keeping firmware 
updated is another necessity to keep security patches 
current.  Vulnerabilities can run indefinitely until the threat 
is discovered, the firmware is upgraded, or the phone is 
removed from service.

Continued on pg 6
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HOW TO SECURE

One of the best ways to secure digital and VoIP systems is 
to educate the principals on what vulnerabilities exist, the 
implications if vulnerabilities are exploited, and how security 
procedures should be improved. Unfortunately, security 
and convenience most times are opposing goals, and every 
business must decide how far they are willing to go to keep 
their information secure.  Here are some recommendations 
to lower the risk of digital and VoIP phone system threats.

1. Require employees to use more difficult and regularly-
changing passwords.

2. Implement routine inspections of all network and 
demarcation points making sure only specific employees 
can access them.

3. Limit remote access to the network system.  
4. Stay current on updated firmware of all telecom devices.

These changes may be uncomfortable at first for employees, 
but if the leadership is committed to improving security and 
understands the threats, then the rest of the business will 
soon follow. 

If there is suspicion a VoIP device is broadcasting 
unauthorized information, security professionals can utilize 
REI’s telephone and line analyzer product known as the 
TALAN.  With built-in VoIP testing capability, the TALAN 
collects packet information such as source and destination 
network addresses, header types, and packet statistics.  This 
information helps determine if a device is passing data it 
should not be and whether the device is threat.  Additionally, 
the TALAN offers advanced filtering and external data 
collection to USB or compact flash, giving security 
professionals the ability to perform further in-depth analysis 
and reporting.  

Telecom security is a growing concern, but many security 
professionals may struggle to keep updated with telecom 
systems due to the amount of networking knowledge 
required.  However, being able to identify potential threats 
and recommend procedures to reduce risk provides large 
security benefits while gaining trust and respect for the 
security professional. 

REI

Telecom Security Continued from pg 5

Custom Remote Training
REI’s Training Center is a great tool for the security 
professional looking to gain product and situational 
knowledge through hands-on training.  However, if 
traveling to the training center located in Algood, TN, is not 
cost effective due to team size, REI can bring the training 
courses to the customer. The courses offered for remote 
training are listed below. 

•	 Countermeasures	Core	Concepts	–	Lvl	1
•	 RF	OSCOR	Course	–	Lvl	2
•	 TALAN	Telephone	Countermeasures	Course	–	Lvl	2

Remote training offers a unique opportunity to work closely 
with REI instructors as well as customize the training courses 
to a customer’s specific needs.  To learn more about setting 
up a remote training course, contact us at sales@reiusa.net 
or speak to your sales representative directly.

TECHNICAL
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2015 REI TRAINING 
CALENDAR 

 

HUNGARY: EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT LIFTS 
IMMUNITY FOR SPY SUSPECT 
Oct 15, 2015
Source: New York Times
Article: http://tinyurl.com/p6lbxnj

CHINESE PROFESSORS CHARGED WITH 
ESPIONAGE 
Jun 3, 2015
Source: Homeland Security Today.US
Article: http://tinyurl.com/qd5d5ud

CASE FOR ESPIONAGE PUSH BACK 
Aug 17, 2015
Source: Wall Street Journal
Article: http://tinyurl.com/nar66q7

HSBC WHISTLEBLOWER SENTENCED TO 
FIVE YEARS IN PRISION FOR ESPIONAGE
Nov 29, 2015
Source: TechWorm.net
Article: http://tinyurl.com/o29xdto

WHY SPORTS ESPIONAGE IS NOTHING 
NEW
Jun 18, 2015
Source: Vice Sports 
Article: http://tinyurl.com/o53quyg

INCREASED CORPORATE ESPIONAGE 
CONCERNS IN SOUTH AFRICA
May 16, 2015
Source: Execsecurity.com
Article: http://tinyurl.com/nwwo6yj

CN RAIL ACCUSES CP RAIL OF 
CORPORATE ESPIONAGE IN LAWSUIT
Sept 22, 2015
Source: Huffington Post
Article: http://tinyurl.com/nbv32md

FITBIT INC EMPLOYEES ORDERED TO 
HAND OVER JAWBONE TRADE SECRETS
Oct 15, 2015
Source: Business Finance News
Article: http://tinyurl.com/ogy9s9z

SPANISH COURSE PACKAGE 

Spanish RF OSCOR/TALAN
Level 2
Feb 15 - 26

Countermeasures Core Concepts 
Level 1
Jan 25 - 29

RF OSCOR Course Level 2
Frequency Analysis
Feb 1 - 5

RF Certification Course Level 3
Feb 8 - 12

Countermeasures Core Concepts 
Level 1
Feb 22-26

RF OSCOR Course Level 2
Frequency Analysis
Feb 29 - March 4

TALAN Telephone 
Countermeasures Course Level 2
Feb 29 - March 4

RF OSCOR Course Level 2
Frequency Analysis
Mar 7 - 11

VoIP Voice Over Internet Protocol 
Course Level 3
Mar 7 - 9

Countermeasures Core Concepts 
Level 1
Apr 4 - 8

RF OSCOR Course Level 2
Frequency Analysis
Apr 11 - 15

TALAN Telephone 
Countermeasures Course Level 2
Apr 11 - 15

TALAN Telephone Certification 
Course Level 3
Apr 18 - 22

Countermeasures Core Concepts 
Level 1
May 2 - 6

RF OSCOR Course Level 2
Frequency Analysis
May 9 - 13

Click here to register online: 
www.reiusa.net/quick/coursereg

TRADESHOWS & SEMINARS

INTERSEC 
Jan 16 - 19, 2016, Dubai UAE
http://www.intersecexpo.com

ISC WEST 
April 6-8 2016, Sands Expo, Las Vegas, NV
http://www.iscwest.com/Home/

¡CURSOS EN CONTRAMEDIDAS DE LA SEGURIDAD 
TÉCNICA!

Fecha de entrenamiento: 15 Febrero de 26 Febrero, 2015
Precio: USD $2,440 por persona

CORE NIVEL 1 Curso de las contramedidas de la seguridad técnica (5 días de entrenamiento)

RF/TALAN NIVEL 2 Curso de seguridad de RF y telefonos (OSCOR GREEN y TALAN)                     
(5 días de entrenamiento)

haga clic aquí para registrarse

SPANISH COURSES
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